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VBS for youth is childish!
There is just no more time in the summer to schedule another event.
Our students help with your children’s VBS & are just worn out at the end
of the day
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These are common thoughts when considering an event like youth VBS.
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Why not find ways to re‐purpose the resource to engage students in a worthwhile
discipleship opportunity? Here are some other venues where you can use youth
VBS curriculum:
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Spring Retreat
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2. Wednesday Night Bible Study Series
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3. Sunday Night Discipleship Study
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4. Summer Bible Study for High School or Middle School
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5. Sunday School Emphasis
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6. Associational Youth Retreat
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7. Family Retreat
Hold combined sessions & split tracks for students and parents
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8. Disciple Now Weekend
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9. In‐Home Small Group Bible Study
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10. Coffee Shop Discussion Groups
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11. Make your own...
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There a ton of ways you can use youth VBS to benefit your group and not just
cram up your calendar!
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